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THETEXTITE ASSOCIATION OF INDIA i
ATA Part lll Examination202l
;." 'FaperA3.OA.1

Knitting Technology
Marks:100

.{a

Date.26.12,2021 Time:10am to 1,(Xl pm

lnstructions: Attempt all six questions out of which question 1 is compulsory.
Answer each new question on new page :

Figure to the right indicate full marks.
lllustrate your answer with neat sketches and flowcharts wherever
necessary.

Use of non-programable electronic calculator is permissible.
Mobile or any other communication devises are not allowed in examination
Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

Attempt Any Five Questions from the following. 20

a. Draw a neat labelled diagram of a socks and highlight the significance of
each part.

b. A warp knit construction is produced with 2 guide bars. The run in of
front and back guide'bar are 1.18 and 2.05 meters respectively. The
fabric has 25 courses per centimeter. Calculate the length of warp
required for each guide bar section.

c. Draw diagram of open and close loop Pillar stitch and give their lapping
notation.

d. Draw closed loop Atlas lap and give its lapping notation.

e. Draw diagram of technical face side of single jersey structure, give its
loop diagram and graphical representation.

f . Why latch needle is called as self-acting needle?

g. Give classification of weft knit jacquard.

h. Calculate the number of needles on a single jersey machine having
diameter of 36 inches and a gauge of 24.

a. Compare the process of fabric manufacturing - Knitting and Weaving 08
with reference to input material, process flow chart, machinery used,
labour compliments, production, properties of fabric produced.

b. Give detailed classification of warp knitting machines. 08

a. Draw 1 X L Rib structure. Also draw loop diagram and graphical 08
representation of the same. Elaborate properties of Rib structure.

b. Explain the types of jacquard backing used in Rib jacquard and their 08
functional details.

a. Explain working of single cylinder socks knitting machine. 08

b. Explain the passage of yarn on Tricot warp knitting machine with the 08
help of a neat labeled diagram.

a.. Compare warp knitting with weft knitting. 08

b Explain knitting cycle of Tricot warp knitting machine with the help of a 08
neat diagram.
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Explain the cam system of lnterlock structure with the help of a neat
diagram.
Describe the working of microprocessor-controlled setection device
used on weft knitting machine.
Draw lapping movement and lapping notations of both FGB (front guide
bar) and BGB (back guide bar) of following two bar warp knitted
structu res.
1. Shark skin
2. Queen's cord
Calculate the production of a

meters per shift of 8 hour from

08

o8

o8

b' Elaborate various modern developments on weft knitting machines. 08
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